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The forest ecosystem is the largest land vegetation type, which plays the role of

unreplacement with its unique value. And in the landscape scale, the research on forest

landscape pattern has become the current hot spot, wherein the study of forest canopy

structure is very important. They determines the process and the strength of forests

energy flow, which influences the adjustments of ecosystem for climate and species

diversity to some extent. The extraction of influencing factors of canopy structure and

the analysis of the vegetation distribution pattern are especially important. To solve

the problems, remote sensing technology, which is superior to other technical means

because of its fine timeliness and large-scale monitoring, is applied to the study. Taking

Lingkong Mountain as the study area, the paper uses the remote sensing image to

analyze the forest distribution pattern and obtains the spatial characteristics of canopy

structure distribution, and DEM data are as the basic data to extract the influencing

factors of canopy structure. In this paper, pattern of trees distribution is further analyzed

by using terrain parameters, spatial analysis tools and surface processes quantitative

simulation. The Hydrological Analysis tool is used to build distributed hydrological model,

and corresponding algorithm is applied to determine surface water flow path, rivers

network and basin boundary. Results show that forest vegetation distribution of dominant

tree species present plaque on the landscape scale and their distribution have spatial

heterogeneity which is related to terrain factors closely. After the overlay analysis of

aspect, slope and forest distribution pattern respectively, the most suitable area for stand

growth and the better living condition are obtained.

Keywords: remote sensing image, analysis of forest distribution pattern, extraction of terrain factors, object-

oriented classification, DEM

INTRODUCTION

Forest landscape takes the forest ecosystem as the subject and the research on forest landscape can
reveal basic laws and provide guiding theories for monitoring forest resource. The classification
of forest landscape can determine its elements and distribution pattern, which is the foundation
of discussing integration problems of forest ecosystem in large scale. However, the study on forest
canopy is very important in the researching process of forest landscape (Zhao et al., 2013). Forest
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canopy is the main layer of forest photosynthesis which acts
as the interface of energy flow and material exchange between
forest and outside world. The canopy structure, which is one
of the important factors that influence forest local climate,
determines the process and the strength of energy flow of the
forest (Chen, 1997). The characteristic of canopy distribution
can influence total effective light intensity in different heights
and understory strongly, and it has significant influence on
understory biodiversity. Studying the forest distribution pattern
with the help of technical means is an important issue in forest
management and biodiversity conservation, which is also the
most challenging problem (Kong et al., 2011; Du et al., 2013).

With the development of remote sensing technology, high
spatial resolution satellite remote sensing data, which contains
more detailed information, has become available. The QuickBird
data, which are of high resolution, are used to classify the forest
vegetation in our study. However, there are many factors that
must be took into consideration, including the composition of
arborous layer, stand structure and density, illumination, terrain,
soil and human disturbance etc when analyzing the complexity of
canopy structure and the composition of understory community
(Chen and Huang, 1997), which are vital to the later study.

Over the researches of vegetation distribution pattern at home
and abroad, there are two methods that are used to classify the
vegetation. The information, obtained by traditional methods,
such as manual field observation and statistical analysis, are
abundant and precise. In order to analyze the temporal and
spatial variation of peatland ecosystems, the Institute of Forest
Science, Russian Academy of Sciences, made the field survey and
used the measured data to establish the GIS database of peatland
ecosystems (Vompersky et al., 2011). For the classification of
wetland in Changbai Mountain Nature Reserve, Lu made field
survey to assure the distribution of forest wetland (Lu, 2010).
However, the labor intensity of traditional methods which need
lots of human and material resources is great, and it can’t meet
the demand in information age.

Compared to traditional methods, the method that uses
remote sensing data and GIS tools has advantages such as
scientific nature and timeliness. When the method is used
to analyze vegetation distribution pattern, useful and detailed
information can be obtained quickly and precisely. In order to
get the large-scale spatial distribution pattern of species diversity
in arbor layer, Zhang et al. combined remote sensing images
with GIS tools to establish and verify the inversion model for
the tree layer species diversity, and studied the distribution
pattern in the tree layer in montane regions of eastern Liaoning
Province of China (Zhang et al., 2009). Xu made the detailed
research on spatial dynamic variation of forest vegetation pattern
in Chongqing with the help of technical means including
remote sensing and GIS tools, which had significance on the
operation and management of vegetation (Xu, 2012). However,
the above studies using remote sensing and GIS tools don’t
put particular emphasis on the analysis of spatial characteristics
of canopy structure distribution and the extraction of relevant
factors. In addition, the previous studies don’t conduct much
result on the extraction of terrain factors and hydrological
factors.

The primary focus of this study was to explore the
spatial characteristics of canopy structure distribution and the
relationship between terrain factors and vegetation pattern. In
our approach, the Lingkong Mountain was taken as the study
area, and pretreatment is carried on QuickBird remote sensing
image with geometrical rectification and other-rectification. The
QuickBird image is used to analyse forest distribution pattern,
and the forest species and spatial distribution characteristic were
carried out through the object-oriented classification method.
Then paper discusses the approach to extract terrain factors based
on DEM data, and GIS spatial analysis and surface processes
quantitative simulation. The Hydrological Analysis tool is used
to build distributed hydrological model, and corresponding
algorithm is applied to determine surface water flow path, rivers
network and basin boundary.

In the process of the research, in order to avoid the
disadvantages of pixel-based classification, we chose the object-
oriented classification method combining spatial features
and spectral features. The multi-adjacent homogeneous pixel
geometry is used as the processing unit, and the ENVI EX
software is used to extract the features of the high-resolution
image. Finally, the accurate and reasonable classification results
are obtained.

The study uses overlay analysis, and combines the above data
with environmental factors to analyse and summarize the results.
Our results indicate that the tree species distribution of the study
area presents spatial heterogeneity in landscape scale which is
related to terrain factors closely, which has a practical significance
on forest management and biodiversity conservation.

STAND INFORMATION EXTRACTION

The Study Area
The study site is located in Lingkong forest region of Taiyue forest
farm, Qinyuan County, Shanxi Province with the east longitude
is 112◦01′–112◦15′and the north latitude is 36◦31′–36◦43′,
with temperate continental monsoon climate. There are four
distinctive seasons. The digital remote sensing image is shown
in Figure 1. Annual average temperature is 8◦C, accumulated

FIGURE 1 | The remote sensing image of study area under the merging

methods of principal component transform.
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temperature is 2,542◦C, average annual precipitation amount is
662 mm, the range of frostless season days is from 110 to 125
days. The west is higher than the east and the range of vertical
distribution is from the elevation of 1,150 to 2,088m. The soil is
leaching cinnamon that grows in Limestone rock with medium
thick. PH value is 6.7. The area is semi-arid Chinese pine-
Liaodong oak mixed forest with warm temperate zone whose
business area is 4,931 hm2. The main tree species are Chinese
pine, Liaodong oak, birch, echinoderms, birch, and aspen.

The Classification Method
Remote sensing image classification can be divided into two
categories including object-based classification and pixel-based
classification. Traditional pixel-based classification, including
hierarchical clustering, maximum likelihood, support vector
machine model and neural network model, is based on
pixel spectral values. With the extensive application of high
resolution images, the defects of pixel-based classification
are obvious increasingly, including that it only uses spectral
information but neglects abundant geometric information and
texture information (Yin et al., 2013). Moreover, the results
of classification have undergone severe fragmentation and go
against with the later spatial analysis (Zhang et al., 2010).
Object-oriented classification bases on objects and it uses spatial
characteristic and spectral characteristic to classify different
objects.

Object-oriented classification takes several adjacent
homogeneous pixel collections as processing unit and
analyses the properties of high resolution images such as
spectrum, geometry, texture and space comprehensively, and
the classification results are accurate and reasonable. The
QuickBird image in the study is of high spatial resolution, in
which the geometric features, texture features are more abundant
compared with the low resolution images, so the study chooses
object-oriented classification to achieve feature extraction with
ENVI EX software. The processes are shown in Figure 2.

The Operation Steps
Our study first establishes mask in Select Addition Files
framework, and sets segmentation scale parameters. After several
experiments (scale parameters are set to 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,
55, and 60, respectively), when the scale parameter is set
to 40, the classification result is better than that with other
parameters. Furtherly the approach selects calculation properties,
classificationmethod, samples and support vector algorithm. The
processes are shown in Figure 3.

The geometric and topological information provided by
objects provides the possibility to establish specific classification
rules. The establishment of object hierarchy structure provides a
good classification platform for ground objects in different map
spots. The dominant tree species in the study area are Chinese
pine, Liaodong oak and Chinese pine- Liaodong oak mixed
forest, and our study establishes corresponding classification
rules. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Through the statistical analysis of different stand patch
numbers and area, the results are concluded that the area of
Liaodong oak is 1.06 km2 which takes up 59% of the stand area;

FIGURE 2 | Object-oriented classification method.

the area of Chinese pine is 0.27 km2 which takes up 15% of
the stand area; the area of mixed forest is 0.45 km2 which takes
up 25% of the stand area. From the research on tree species
classification using remote sensing images and analysis of stand
information, the canopy distribution of Lingkong Mountain is
shown in spots, while the species distribution of single stand type
is with a plaque and continuous. The stand canopy of dominant
species that include Chinese pine, Liaodong oak and Chinese
pine- Liaodong oak mixed forest has the characteristic of spatial
heterogeneity. The growth agglomeration effect of Liaodong oak
forest is apparent, while both the patch fragmentation index and
agglomeration effect of the other two forests are similar.

THE EXTRACTION OF TERRAIN FACTORS

Extraction Method
The process of extracting information through DEM mainly
consists of two parts: one is the extraction of terrain
information; the other is the extraction of hydrological
information. With the DEM as basic data, using ArcGIS
can extract varieties of terrain factors including slope and
aspect, slope variability, variability slope, curvature and
profile curvature plane in microscopic scales, and land
surface roughness, relief amplitude, variation coefficient
in elevation and cutting depth of terrain in macroscopic
scales. Compared with the extraction based on traditional
topographic map, using high-precision DEM is more convenient
and the accuracy is higher (Liu and Wang, 2004; Jiang,
2008).

In accordance with the difference in DEM data structure,
using DEM to extract terrain features can be divided into grid-
based, TIN-based and digital contour-based while grid-based
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FIGURE 3 | The operation steps of remote sensing images classification based on object.

FIGURE 4 | The result of object-oriented classification.

is used widely, and it is also used in our study. Data
conversion and grid computing module in ArcGIS provide
great convenience for the study. This study mainly uses
the ArcMap. 3D Analyst toolset is mainly used for data
conversion and Spatial Analyst Tools are used for hydrological
analysis, surface analysis and grid computing. Data management
tools are used for coordinate transformation and projective
transformation.

The factors being extracted are shown in Table 1.
The important data of stand canopy research include:

(1) Slope
Ground slope (the slope) is a quantitative description of

the degree of tilt which is also a basic indicator of landform.
By affecting the gravity, slope affects surface runoff, the
occurrence and intensity of soil erosion and soil and water
conservation layout. Slope represents the degree of tilt of
local surface which is an important factor that constrains
productivity spatial distribution, and the slope size influences
the scale and intensity of surface material flow and energy
conversion directly. The slope of the ground surface at
any point refers to the angle between tangent plane and
horizontal ground.

(2) Aspect
Aspect is defined as projection along of normal direction

in the horizontal plane which is one of the important
terrain factors that determine local ground receiving sunlight

TABLE 1 | Terrain factor parameters.

Terrain factors Definitions

Elevation The height above sea level

Slope Elevation-the steepest slope coefficient

Aspect Direction down the steepest slope

Profile curvature Aspect-the flow line coefficient

Plan curvature Aspect-the shape change coefficient

and redistribute solar radiation. Aspect can cause the
differences in local climate characteristics directly and affect
a number of important agricultural production indexes
such as soil moisture, ground frost and crop suitability
degree (Li et al., 2004). Slope and aspect have close
relationship.

(3) Profile curvature and plane curvature
Curvature of ground is a quantitative measurement factor

of distortion degree of terrain surface change which is called
profile curvature in vertical direction and plan curvature in
horizontal direction. The profile curvature is the measure
of the change rate of ground elevation. The plan curvature
refers to the curvature value of the point on the terrain
surface which describes the degree of bend of ground
contours.

Processing Steps
As for the extraction of terrain factors, data pretreatment is
very important. Since the resolution, coordinates, scale of DEM
can affect extraction results from a very large extent, the data
processing of DEM is important to the final results. For every
terrain factor needed to be extracted, there are many methods.
Using which method can extract the terrain factors promptly,
effectively and accurately is one of the research objectives. After
choosing the appropriate method, the problems in the process of
extraction and the solutions are mainly researched.

In accordance with the difference in DEM data structure,
using DEM to extract terrain features can be divided into grid-
based, TIN-based and digital contour-based while grid-based
is used widely, and it is also used in the study (Tang et al.,
2005). After comparison, using nature neighbors method and
observation 250 to transform DEM in TIN format into raster
formats is more appropriate, and the result is more intuitive and
effective. The result is shown in Figure 5.

Raster images that have been converted are directly used
to extract slope information while most of the slopes are
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FIGURE 5 | Slope.

TABLE 2 | Detailed extraction processes.

Steps Topics Detailed Processes

1 Profile curvature Count the slope again under the premise of the

slope values that are obtained in the former

steps

2 Round area processing Increase small increment on unit grid while the

increments are different

3 Determination of flow

direction

Many algorithms are used to determine the

flow direction, track every grid to record the

distance of path

4 Acquisition of smooth

DEM data

Fill the depressions of original DEM data

5 Watershed generation Determine a water point, combine with the data

of flow direction, analyse and search out all the

grids that flow through the outlet of upstream

water point, until the positions of all of the grids

in watershed are determined

concentrated in the range from 87.1762489 to 90 which is
unreasonable. The reason of the mistake is that the coordinate
system is WGS-1984, and coordinate units on X-Y plane are
degree, minute, and second, so the unit must be converted to
meter, otherwise the result will be incorrect, and the average of
the slope should range from 80 to 90◦. The study converted to
Beijing 1954 coordinate system that uses meter as unit.

The detailed extraction processes are given in Table 2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The Overlay Analysis of Slope
International Geographical Union Geomorphologic Survey and
Geomorphologic Mapping Committee proposes to use six-slope
classification method including plain in 0–0.5◦, micro-ramp in
0.5–2◦, slow ramp in 2–5◦, ramp in 5–15◦, and the plain in 15–
35◦ can be divided into two parts including steep slope in 15–25◦

and aclinal slope in 25–35◦. As can be seen from the chart, the
experimental areas are mostly located in steep slope section. The
result is shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6 | Slope-stand overlay chart.

After the overlay analysis, our study concludes that stand
distribution concentrates between 0 and 40◦, and the vegetation
rarely distributes in the slope over 45◦.75.16% of mixed forest,
74.87% of Liaodong oak and 72.49% of Chinese pine distributed
in 10–40◦ which take up the most of stand distribution, so the
slope between 10 and 40◦ is the most suitable areas for stand
growth. In the situation, stand growth not only can get more
resources, but also can reduce the potential human disturbance.

The Overlay Analysis of Aspect
Aspect is one of the important terrain factors that determines
local ground receiving sunlight and redistribute solar radiation.
Aspect can cause the differences in local climate characteristics
directly and affect a number of important agricultural production
indexes such as soil moisture, ground frost and crop suitability
degree. The result is shown in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7 | Aspect.

FIGURE 8 | Aspect-stand overlay chart.

After the overlay analysis, we found that stand distribution
concentrates in shady and the vegetation distributions are less in
other aspects. 50.99% of mixed forest, 47.2% of Liaodong oak and
53.1% of Chinese pine distributes in shady. This may be because
both species have some shade tolerance and soil moisture and
nutrients in shady are better than other conditions. 49.01% of
mixed forest, 52.8% of Liaodong oak and 46.9% of Chinese pine
are distributed in sunny slope, half sunny slope and half shady
slope. Stands are well distributed. The result is shown in Figure 8.

CONCLUSION

From the whole research, it is apparent that remote sensing and
GIS are indispensable in the process of the study. With the above
technologies, the analysis of the forest distribution pattern and

the relationship between distribution and terrain factors on the
landscape scale can be carried on better. The main conclusion in
the study has been summarized as follows.

By using QuickBird images to analyze the forest distribution
pattern, the spatial characteristic of the study area is determined
comprehensively and efficiently. The result shows that the
tree species distribution of the study area presents spatial
heterogeneity in landscape scale which is related to terrain
factors closely. Using ground survey data, overall classification
accuracy is 82.1% compared to traditional classification method.
The object-oriented classification, wherein many experiments
have been done to choose the optimal segmentation parameter
under which situation the result is the best, can determine
the spatial characteristic of canopy structure distribution. The
combination of GIS tool and high-precision DEM data is
an important means of studying the effect that the terrain
factors have on forest vegetation pattern. After the overlay
analysis of forest distribution pattern and terrain factors, the
optimum slope area of stand growth and stand distribution are
obtained.

This study opens doors for further study. When analyzing
forest distribution pattern, the paper focuses on researching the
influence that terrain factors have on the forest distribution
pattern. However, the human factors can’t be ignored; therefore,
the relationship between forest distribution pattern and human
factors can be further studied.
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